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The risk of head injuries in the sport of soccer has recently become a topic of concern, 
particularly with youth players whom may suffer long-lasting or even permanent effects from 
a severe head injury.  In response to these worries, headguards have been developed 
specifically for use in soccer.  These headguards have been studied using crash test dummy 
heads mounted with various electronic instruments – accelerometers, gyroscopes, etc.  The 
headgear-mounted dummy heads have been struck with various objects (soccer ball, another 
dummy head, pole, etc) to test for changes in head acceleration response. 
Testing of soccer headgear has previously been limited to dummy head models.  The 
current study was designed to complement the dummy head tests by using soccer players to 
conduct testing in game-like scenarios.  Players were fitted with a soccer headguard (brand: 
Full90 Performance Headguard™) and asked to head soccer balls.  To measure the 
effectiveness of the headguard, it was wrapped in pressure-sensitive film.  After heading, the 
film could be removed and scanned into a computer for image analysis.  The changes in 
pressure recorded by the film would reveal the effectiveness of the headgear during these 
heading scenarios. 
The study found lower impact pressures and overall forces against the players’ foreheads 
than were recorded from the actual impacting force from the soccer ball.  This would imply 
that the soccer headguard is effective at reducing impacting loads during a heading scenario, 
where the player’s head is particularly exposed and vulnerable.  This reduction of force could 
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Whether an athlete is on the football field, basketball court, soccer pitch, baseball 
diamond, or other venue, an inescapable thread that connects most team sports is the risk of 
injury.  While a majority of injuries are minor and require only time and basic treatment to 
heal, the threat of a traumatic injury is omnipresent.  Of particular concern is the risk of head 
trauma.  A severe blow to the head or neck can have catastrophic, permanent, or even deadly 
consequences.  Considering this risk, the evolution of athletic helmets and headgear has 
flourished into a multimillion dollar industry, with major brand names such as Riddell 
(football) and Wilson (baseball/softball) becoming as recognizable as the professionals who 
wear them. 
This concern with head safety is perhaps most notable in the advancement of American 
football helmets.  First worn in the 1890s, the earliest football helmets were simple leather 
head coverings offering only minimal protection to the player.  Today’s helmets, primarily 
comprised of advanced plastics engineered into complex force-reducing shapes, are almost 
unrecognizable from their 19th century ancestors.  The use of helmets has proven effective:  
since the implementation of National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic 
Equipment standards in 1973, American football fatalities have decreased by 74% and 
serious head injuries have decreased from 4.25 per 100,000 to 0.68 per 100,000 athlete 
exposures [1].  The headgear used in other sports such as baseball and ice hockey have 
demonstrated similar protections against head injury [2]. 
Despite empirical evidence and common acceptance that the use of headgear results in a 
significant reduction in cranial injury, the sport of soccer has yet to adopt any form of 
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standard head protection.  However, soccer is unique in that it often requires the use the 
head to control and advance the ball.  “Headballs” are an integral part of the game, and have 
been shown to put the player at greater risk of head injury [3-6].  This creates an impasse for 
the acceptance of any form of soccer headgear:  the sport's reliance on the head may put the 
player in greater danger of cranial injury, but any headgear worn cannot create any advantage 
or disadvantage for the player during a heading scenario.  A headgear in soccer must provide 
the same “play” as a bare head.  The ball must rebound with an identical velocity and 
trajectory.  These factors have combined to hinder the development of a competition-
acceptable soccer headgear, but recent headlines about the potential for head injuries in the 
sport [7] have driven an interest in head injury prevention. 
In response to the concern of soccer head injuries, several companies have begun to 
market headgear specifically designed for the sport.  Chief among these is Full90 Sports, Inc. 
based out of San Diego, CA.  The company’s flagship product is a thin foam headband 
which they tout as offering the player “protection while not sacrificing how soccer is played 
or one’s ability to ‘feel’ the game” [8].  The Full90 Sports headbands share the company’s 
Full90 moniker and are currently marketed in three different styles (Full90 Club, Select, and 
Premier) and in several colors [9].  The Full90 Performance Headguard™ has been tested on 
dummy heads to investigate that the headguard: 
a) does not affect ball rebound characteristics [10], and 
b) reduces the force from a head collision with a less forgiving object (i.e. goalpost, 
opponent’s head or elbow) [11]. 
Due to obvious concerns with using human subjects in impact testing, these studies have 
relied on sophisticated crash test dummy heads to simulate impact scenarios. These dummy 
models are designed primarily for automotive crash testing, and may not react as realistically 
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in a low-force impact.  In athletic scenarios such as soccer heading, the biomechanics of the 
body may play an important role in the development of trauma from impact [12].  The 
dummy head models are unable to replicate such a condition. 
The current research project was designed with the implicit goal of testing the Full90 
headguard on a human subject in a game-type situation.  To that end, pressure-sensitive film 
was wrapped around the headguard and the unit was worn on a soccer player’s head just as it 
would if he or she were wearing the Full90 in a soccer game.  The player was then asked to 
head a soccer ball wearing the film-wrapped unit.  After each trial, the film was removed 
from the headguard and the pressures (force / area) determined by computer-based image 
analysis.  The objective of these methods was to ascertain any pressure differences between 
the bottom side (between the forehead and headguard) and top side (on the outer surface of 
the headguard contacting the ball) of the film.  It was hypothesized that the measured 
pressures below the headguard would be significantly less than those above.  By dividing the 
equivalent areas from the pressure readings, the overall forces could then be ascertained.  
Areas were equilibrated to remove their influence on the pressure readings and directly link 
pressures to forces on each side of the headguard.  Consequently, a lower bottom pressure 
would translate to a lower bottom force, and would infer that the headguard was effective at 
reducing the force of impact against the player’s head.  Reduced impact forces have been 







Just as the rules of sport have evolved to protect the players’ safety, so has their 
equipment.  Although there are scarce scientific studies on the history and effectiveness of 
most equipment, American football helmets have been greatly scrutinized due to the high 
risk of concussion in the sport.  Levy et al at the University of California at San Diego 
School of Medicine have studied the advancement of football helmet technology and its 
effects on head injuries.  They found that the incidence of concussions among high school 
players dropped from 19% in 1983 to 4% in 1999.  They conclude that “[t]he enhanced 
safety records in football can be attributed to the application of more stringent tackling 
regulations as well as the evolving football helmet” [14].  This statement is supported by 
Collins et al. at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center for Sports Medicine, who 
compared the incidence of concussions between high school players using traditional 
helmets versus the Riddell helmet company’s newest helmet design, dubbed the Revolution.  
They found that the new Revolution design decreased the concussion rates among the players 
from 7.6% (standard helmet) to 5.3%.  “Wearing the Revolution helmet was associated with 
approximately a 31% decreased relative risk and 2.3% decreased absolute risk for sustaining 
a concussion…” [15]. 
Clearly football is unique in both the high influence of the sport in American culture and 
the great danger of serious injury.  Gridiron injuries are a serious risk and, when they occur, 
are bound to receive a great deal of media attention, thus driving monetary support for 
scientific research toward better equipment technology.  However, this is not to discount the 
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significant threat of serious injury in other sports.  In their survey of the injury rate of 
children (ages 7 to 13) in community sports, Radelet et al. report the following: 
• football had the highest frequency of injury per team per season (FITS) with 14, 
• baseball and soccer both had a FITS score of 3, and 
• softball had a FITS score of 2 [16]. 
The participants in this study were children, and these numbers are thankfully low.  
However, as the players get older and more competitive in their sports, one can expect a 
greater frequency of injuries per season.  For example, a 1991 study reported that, of the 
estimated 1.5 million young men who play American football in the United States, there are 
about 1.2 million football-related injuries every year [17].  This data would contradict the 
assumption that every football team, from children to professionals, could expect 14 injuries 
per year.  A study on Scottish rugby players also supports the notion that the introduction of 
professionalism in a sport tends to increase the number of injuries on both the professional 
and amateur level [18].  Waldén et al. followed eleven top European clubs during the 2001-
2002 season, and found that the 266 players (mean age 26) included in the study suffered a 
total of 658 injuries.  This injury incidence correlates to an injury incidence of 9.4 injuries per 
1000 player hours [19].  As players move up in skill level, increasing concern must be placed 
on proper training techniques, medical care, and protective equipment in order to combat 
the amplified risk of injuries. 
 
2.1  Incidence and Prevention of Head Injuries in Soccer 
A theoretical framework for the prevention of sports injury has been proposed as a four-
step series [20]: 
• step 1:  establishing the extent of the sports injury problem; 
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• step2:  establishing the etiology and mechanisms of injuries; 
• step 3:  introducing preventative measures; 
• step 4:  assessing the effectiveness of the preventative interventions by repeating 
step 1. 
This review on the incidence and prevention of soccer injuries will be roughly structured 
around this sequence.  Each section will open with a generalized overview of the injury topic 
and will be refined to focus on the information most applicable to this specific research. 
2.1.1  Incidence of Soccer Injury.  It is estimated that, on average, every elite male 
soccer player sustains at least one (~1.3) performance-limiting injury per season [21].  Most 
of these injuries are to the lower extremities, mainly the knees and ankles. However, head 
injuries have historically been underestimated [22].  Pinning down an exact figure for sports 
injuries is difficult, as there is little agreement on the definition of “injury”.  Junge and 
Dvorak have compiled a thorough literature review on general soccer injury exposure, 
grouping their populations as Male, Female, and Youth/adolescent.  These results have been 
tabulated in Table 1 [23]. 
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 Table 1.  Incidence of injury in soccer during a year or season [23] 
8   
 Table 1.  Continued [23] 
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Notable findings from this review are: 
• The incidence of match injuries is, on average, 4-6 times higher than injuries that 
occur during training sessions. 
• Two studies that analyzed injuries during soccer tournaments reported a higher 
incidence of injury in men than women [24, 25]. 
• Some types of injury, such as anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries, are more 
frequent in female than male athletes [26, 27]. 
• For youth players, the incidence of injuries seems to increase with age, and the 
17- to 18-year old age group seems to have a comparable, or even higher, 
incidence of injuries than adults [28]. 
The Junge & Drovak review looks at soccer injuries as a whole, and does not 
differentiate by injury location or whether the injury was caused by traumatic contact, 
overuse, or was a trauma-unrelated strain/pull.  Though due to methodological and 
investigational differences in the observed studies, it is unlikely they would have reached any 
consensus opinions based on such wide-ranging data sets. 
However, excellent information on the characteristics and causes of soccer injuries in 
male professional soccer players has been presented by Hawkins et al.  They analyzed a total 
of 6030 injuries in 91 English professional soccer clubs over the course of two years and 
classified 69% of the injuries as sprains, strains, or contusions (Table 2).  The study’s analysis 
did not delineate between these injuries and those which are more likely to result from a 
traumatic scenario, such as fractures, cuts, dislocations, and concussions.  This inflates the 
total injury statistic and makes it difficult to separate traumatic from non-traumatic injuries.  
However, their breakdown of injury locations allows for a comparison between specific 
body parts (Table 3) [21]. 
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Table 2.  Nature of injuries sustained during competition and training [21] 
 
 




From Table 2 – excluding the reported 2225 muscular strains/ruptures, 1153 
ligamentous strains/ruptures, and 431 muscular contusions – there were a total of 2221 
injuries to the players during the course of the study.  While certainly not all of the remaining 
injuries were the result of a traumatic event, this discussion will refrain from further 
speculation in order to pare the number of traumatic injuries down further.  So of these 2221 
injuries, 86 were to the head (ref. Table 3).  Or, to phrase another way, head injuries 
comprised 3.9% of the reported 2221 non-contusion/strain injuries.  It should be noted that 
the study also attributed 39 injuries specifically to the act of heading, though it is unclear 
what the investigators’ definition of “heading” exactly was [21]1.  Other studies have sought 
to observe the frequency of head injuries in soccer, but few have been as thorough as 
Hawkins et al. in their categorizations and scope. 
As little agreement as there is on the nature of injuries in sports, there is even less 
acceptance of a common definition of concussion [29].  All manifestations of concussion 
involve some recognition of signs/symptoms or statements on the loss of consciousness 
(Table 4).  In short, the usual sign of traumatic brain injury in sports is an acute alteration in 
mental status.  The hallmarks of a concussion are confusion and amnesia [6].  The condition 
may or may not involve loss of consciousness after the traumatic event, and there is much 
uncertainty in an on-field diagnosis of the severity of the injury.  A sideline-ready system 
called DETECT – Display Enhanced Testing for Cognitive Impairment and Traumatic 
Brain Injury – is currently under development at Georgia Tech University in Atlanta 
Georgia;  but according to the researchers, the device should take two more years modify 
before being it will be ready for sideline trainers [30]. 
                                                
1 Hawkins also reports “collision” (383), “landing” (227), “jumping” (122), “falling” (63), and “diving” 
(44) as causes of injury.  All of these causes could potentially be seen as part of the act of “heading”. 
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Though several methods for grading concussions have been proposed, there is as yet no 
definitive scale on which to judge the severity of a concussion.  Our understanding the 
human brain is still a fledgling science, and consequently the proper diagnosis and treatment 
of a head injury is an ever-changing issue.  The process of defining head injuries has thus far 
been benchmarked by several oft-cited definitions:  The Congress of Neurological Surgeons, 
Cantu, The Colorado Medical Society, and The American Academy of Neurology.  These 
definitions are summarized in Table 5.  Currently, the assessment written by the American 
Academy of Neurology is the most widely referenced.  Compiled in 1997, it is the most 
recently proposed guideline to diagnose concussion severity [31]. 
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Table 5.  Concussion grading scales 
Guidelines 1 – Mild 2 – Moderate 3 - Severe 
Congress of 
Neurological 
Surgeons (1966) [32] 
No loss of 
consciousness 




lasting longer than 5 
mintues 
Cantu (1986) [33] 
No loss of 
consciousness 
Post-traumatic 
amnesia for fewer 
than 30 minutes 
Loss of 
consciousness for 
fewer than 5 minutes 
Post-traumatic 
amnesia for more 
than 30 minutes 
Loss of 
consciousness for 
more than 5 minutes 
Post-traumatic 
amnesia for more 
than 24 hours 
Colorado Medical 
Society (1991) [34] 











consciousness of any 
duration 
American Academy 
of Neurology (1997) 
[31] 
No loss of 
consciousness 
Concussion 
symptoms for fewer 
than 15 minutes 
No loss of 
consciousness 
Concussion 
symptoms for more 
than 15 minutes 
Loss of 





The extrapolated frequency of head injuries (3.9%) from the Hawkins et al. paper is 
consistent with other studies, which report that they account for 4 to 20% of all injuries in 
soccer [6].  For ages 15-18 years, Powell and Barber-Foss reported that mild traumatic brain 
injuries accounted for 3.9 and 4.3% of all injuries in boys and girls soccer, respectively [35].  
In their survey of high level youth players (ages 12 to 18 years), Kirkendall et al. reported 
that head injuries made up about 15% of soccer injuries and were due to player-player or 
player-ground contact [6].  Boden et al. surveyed college players (ages 18 to 22 years) in a 
highly competitive soccer conference over two years and found that each team could expect 
at least one concussion per season.  Also reported in this survey was that the head injuries 
were not due to purposeful heading of the ball [36].  Perhaps the most unsettling statistic of 
all was reported by Barnes et al. who surveyed all 137 soccer participants of a US Olympic 
Sports Festival and found that over half the man and over one-third of the women had a 
history of concussion [37].  For comparison, in one study 19 in 100 secondary school 
football players had a history of concussion [38] while just under half the players in a 1997 
Canadian Football League study reported a history of concussion [39]. 
Head to head impacts (1.5-3.0 m/s) result in high concussion risk (up to 67%) [40].  To 
date, there is not a great deal of data investigating rates of mild head injury and concussion in 
soccer.  Concussions in sports are probably underreported, and repeated mild head injuries 
can create long-lasting consequences [41].  Discussion of this will be tabled until section 3 of 
this chapter.  Despite the disagreements and uncertainties of current literature, one thing 
does appear evident:  “[t]he higher and more competitive the play, the more frequent the 
incidence of concussion” [6]. 
2.1.2  Mechanics and Causes of Soccer Injuries.  The rates of soccer head injuries 
have been established, but this review has yet to explore the exact etiology of events that 
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unfold to lead to such conditions.  Most literature agrees that the act of heading a soccer ball 
is not in itself dangerous, but it does place the player’s head in a precarious position where 
contact with other players is more likely.  Several studies have shown long-term 
neurocognitive deficiencies in former soccer players, offering a variety of explanations as to 
the cause [4, 36, 37, 42-53].  To establish that these incidences are not likely to cause 
concussion, this section will look at the mechanics of heading a soccer ball and the ball’s 
typical properties.  An examination of circumstances surrounding the act of heading will 
yield the most likely causes of concussions in soccer. 
The mechanics of impact are determined by the relationship F = m × a, where F is the 
force of impact, m is the mass of the object, and a is the acceleration of the object at any 
instant in time.  In a headball scenario, the ball is the object of interest.  Though soccer balls 
come in three sizes and weights, this review will only consider a size 5 ball (the standard ball 
for ages 14 and up).  It is important to consider the history of the soccer ball when reviewing 
soccer head injury literature.  The ball used prior to the 1970s was leather and could absorb a 
significant amount of water when used on wet ground.  A leather ball with water-resistant 
coating became popular in the early to mid 1970s, but could still gain mass from water.  In 
the late 1970s to early 1980s, the leather ball gained a polyurethane exterior.  The modern 
ball is currently made completely from synthetic material, rendering it resistant to water 
absorption [6].  This evolution in ball properties is important, as waterlogged leather balls 
could gain substantial mass and significantly increase the force of impact.  For instance, an 
oft-referenced Norwegian study found permanent brain activity impairment and significant 
post-concussion syndrome in former soccer players when compared to non-players [53].  
However, this study was done in 1989, when many of the former players surveyed were 
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likely to have played with waterlogged leather balls, leading to higher impact forces during 
headballs and greater risk of injury. 
Guidelines set forth by the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA – 
the international governing body of soccer) dictate the current properties of the ball.  FIFA 
rules state that “[t]he ball is: 
• spherical 
• made of leather or other suitable material of a circumference of not more than 
70 cm (28 ins) and not less than 68 cm (27 ins) 
• not more than 450 g (16 oz) in weight and not less than 420 g (14 oz) at the start 
of the match 
• of a pressure equal to 0.6 – 1.1 atmosphere (600 – 1100 g/cm2) at sea level (8.5 
lbs/sq in 15.6 lbs/sq in)” [54] 
The use of synthetic materials means the soccer ball will not significantly deflate or change 
mass throughout the course of a typical match. 
The highest velocities seen during a soccer match have been recorded by adult males 
during shooting (over 62 mph/100 km/h) [55].  Players rarely head such a shot voluntarily, 
although accidental impacts at these velocities are possible.  More likely velocities that a 
player might voluntarily head have been recorded by Kirkendall et al.  Using a radar gun, 
they recorded the following ball speeds at a collegiate men’s practice [6]: 
• punt ~45 mph (72.4 km/h) 
• drop kick ~55 mph (88.5 km/h) 
• goal kick ~55 mph (88.5 km/h) 
Maximum velocities according to age and gender have not been reported, though 
Levendusky et al. suggest that the vast majority of opportunities for heading occur at ball 
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velocities under 40 mph (65 km/h) [56].  Typical the forces and accelerations found in usual 
(i.e. uncontested) soccer heading scenarios have been computed to be well below estimated 
concussive levels [5].  A ball traveling at 65 km/h hits a solid object for 10.23 milliseconds 
with an acceleration of 30 to 55 g [57, 58].  These forces are supported as non-concussive by 
the Wayne State Tolerance Curve, which defines the tolerance of the brain to linear 
accelerations (Figure 1) [59].  The head can withstand greater linear forces, while rotational 
impacts cause the most injury [60].  Observation of professional male players has revealed 
that, across the entire team, the average number of headers is between 6 and 16 per match 
[3]  Forces involved in heading are not independently enough to cause a concussion, and 
heading movements are largely linear, but over a career spanning 20+ years, a substantial 




Figure 1:  The Wayne State Tolerance Curve defining tolerance of the brain to linear 
acceleration2. The line shows that the brain can tolerate higher accelerations if the duration 
of the pulse is shorter [59]. 
 
 
A study of the 2000 Norwegian season found that 58% of the 192 head injuries were 
sustained as a result of a heading duel (others being caused by tackling, hit by ball, 
goalkeeping, etc).  The group further broke down the injury incidents by mechanism: 
• elbow, arm, or hand 41% 
• head   32% 
• foot   13%  
In the majority of these cases (67%), the referee decided there was “no foul” on the play 
[42].  Head injury from ball contact is mostly due to rotational impacts from accidental 
contact to the head [5].  Most ball-related injuries are due to the ball hitting an unprepared 
                                                
2 The WSTC has been validated and converted into the Gadd Severity Index equation commonly used 
today in head injury assessment. 
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head.  In these scenarios, the head and neck are not stabilized, which increases the ball 
mass/contact mass ratio and increases the risk of injury  because the force of the ball can 
accelerate the head backward [61]. 
2.1.3  Possibilities for Preventing Soccer Injuries.  Recalling the Hawkins et al. study, 
it is clear that most of the injuries suffered in soccer are muscle/ligament strains, sprains, 
and contusions.  As a result, most of the literature in preventing general soccer injuries 
focuses on these particular issues.  Several authors have discussed possibilities for prevention 
of injuries in the sport such as: 
• warm-up with more emphasis on stretching, 
• regular cool-down, 
• adequate rehabilitation with sufficient recovery time, 
• proprioceptive training, 
• protective equipment, 
• good playing field conditions, 
• adherence to the existing rules [62]. 
Of these possibilities, the most likely to minimize head injury is the use of protective 
equipment.  As has previously been stated, the majority of head injuries occur during plays 
where no foul is called.  Adherence to existing soccer rules would only minimally affect the 
overall incidence of concussions.  Rule changes to protect exposed players are possible, but 
probably not feasible without severely debilitating a player’s ability to challenge for headballs.  
Adequate warm-up and cool-down will not affect the instance of head injuries; nor has any 
link been found to correlate head injury with field conditions. 
Though certainly sufficient recovery time should be observed after a concussion, judging 
the appropriate return-to-play timeframe is difficult, even for experienced certified athletic 
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trainers with good proprioceptive communication from the player.  In fact, only a small 
percentage of athletic trainers currently follow the concussion assessment and management 
guidelines proposed by the National Athletic Trainers’ Association.  Neurophysiological 
testing is relatively new to the sports medicine community, and the majority of athletic 
trainers do not have the time, resources, or expertise to adequately diagnose, monitor, and 
manage concussions [63]. 
2.1.4  Studies on Prevention of Soccer Injuries.  Preventative programs generally 
focus either on the reduction of all injuries associated with a sport or on a particular injury 
frequent or severe type of injury.  With respect to soccer, most specific injury literature is 
focused on lower limb injuries, particularly ankle sprains, severe injuries of the knee, and 
hamstring strains.  Junge and Dvorak have compiled a list of some of the significant studies 
that have focused on both general and lower limb soccer injuries (Table 6).  This review is 
not intended to undervalue the importance of these injuries; rather it should be viewed as 
supplemental information with a focus on the risk assessment and prevention of head 




 Table 6.  Studies on the prevention of injuries in soccer players [23] 
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The literature presented can be distilled to two relevant questions: 
1. If the use of headgear in soccer is the only immediately viable solution to the 
risk of concussions in soccer, is it an effective option to warrant its use? 
2. Also, can the headgear remain valuable as a tool for reducing head injuries while 
still adhering to the FIFA caveat that it cannot either help or hinder the player in 
a heading situation? 
The conclusions stated by Naunheim et al. (2003) perfectly answer the dual questions 
posed:  “[c]urrently available headgear for soccer heading shows little ability to attenuate 
impact during simulated soccer heading. However, statistically significant decreases are 
present at the highest speeds and pressures tested, suggesting the headbands may play a role 
in decreasing impact for more forceful blows” [64].  In 2005, Withnall et al. reached the 
same conclusions, and also elaborated on the probable cause of the difference in efficacy 
between ball-to-head and head-to-head impacts.  They stated that ‘[t]he football headgear 
models tested did not provide benefit during ball impact. This is probably because of the 
large amount of ball deformation relative to headband thickness. However, the headgear 
provided measurable benefit during head to head impacts” [65].  Another study by Broglio et 
al. investigated the value of three types of commercial headgear during a 35 mph (56.45 
km/h) ball strike to an unprepared head.  They found that all three headgears significantly 
reduced the peak force to the head [66].  These studies would indicate that soccer headgear 
is effective at reducing impacts with hard objects (such as an opponent’s head or elbow) 
while being compliant enough to allow a soccer ball to “play true” just as it would off an 
unguarded head. 
However, these positive studies are contradicted by others.  McIntosh and McCrory 
tested eight commercially available headguards from six manufacturers with a 5-kg mass 
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drop test [67].  They found that there was a steep increase in the magnitude of maximum 
headform acceleration when the drop height was increased from 0.4 to 0.5 m, suggesting 
that at energies above 20 Joules the headgears were fully compressed and therefore offered 
little protection against impacts of greater severity.  They concluded that “current 
commercially available football headgear performance will not reduce the likelihood of 
concussion,” further stating that, “[t]he absence of internationally recognized standards for 
soft headgear designed to ameliorate concussion is a major deficiency in sports injury 
prevention” [67].  It should be noted that this study was published in 2000, and soccer 
headgear designs and their pertinent technology may have significantly evolved since the 
study was conducted. 
It is important to note that all of the aforementioned studies have been conducted using 
artificial headforms – either a standard magnesium or crash-test dummy head.  To date, no 
published study of soccer headgear has used actual humans as test subjects. 
Another hurdle soccer headgear must face before gaining widespread acceptance is the 
attitudes of players toward wearing non-league mandated headguards.  While about three 
quarters of Australian football players wore mouthguards during the year 2000 season, only 
2.1% of the players wore headgear, saying that they “don’t like wearing it” or that the 
headgear is “too uncomfortable” [68].  Though soccer headgear cannot be compared to 
headgear designed for Australian football in terms of form and comfort, it can be expected 
that soccer, with a lower risk of head trauma than Australian football, faces a similar uphill 
battle to gain acceptance.  However, no studies have yet been done to gauge soccer players’ 
reactions to headguards in the sport. 
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For the foreseeable future, soccer headguards will be relegated to a niche role in the 
sport.  But many players, especially children and those with a history of concussion would 
still benefit from their use. 
 
2.2  Measurement of Contact Pressure 
Pressure-sensitive film is an established method of determining peak contact pressures 
between two surfaces.  According to one manufacturer, potential applications include: clamp 
pressures, impact studies, tire tread mapping, squeegee pressures, and door seal analysis [69].  
Of particular relevance to the current study are pressure-sensitive films’ abilities during 
impact testing.  During a headball, the ball impacts the player’s head on a very short 
timeframe (on the order of milliseconds).  While electronic sensors have the ability to take 
many data points over these short periods, their readings are limited by the size of the 
sensors.  The use of pressure-sensitive film can provide a more detailed profile of an 




Table 7:  Comparison of pressure-sensitive film and sensor electronics 














• Detailed pressure profile (~5 – 15 
microns) [69] 
• Comparatively inexpensive 
• Paper-thin (~4 – 8 mils) [69] 
• Comparable flexibility to paper 
• Needs no power source or wires 
• Can be cut to custom shapes 
• Only see peak pressures at each 
point 
• Difficult/inexact calibration 
• Color density affected by 
temperature and humidity 
• One-use system – must be 
replaced after every trial 
• Must be manually scanned in and 
analyzed 











 • Can see pressure evolution 
through time 
• Can calibrate/filter data 
• Same unit can be used many times 
• Unaffected by temperature or 
humidity 
• Data can be streamed directly into 
computer 
• More rugged 
• Expensive 
• Limited number of time points 
• Less flexible 
• Slightly thicker 
• Needs to be hooked up to 
computer 
• Can only judge discreet points 
where sensors are fixed 
 
 
Pressure-sensitive film typically works using a system of two sheets, a contact – or 
transfer – sheet and a developer sheet.  Embedded in the contact sheets are microscopic 
paint-filled microcapsules.  When these sheets are placed together and pressure is applied to 
them, the microcapsules burst their contents onto the developer sheet.  When the two sheets 
are then separated, the developer sheet preserves a lasting image of the pressure profile 




Figure 2:  Paint transferring from microcapsules of contact sheet onto developer sheet [69] 
 
Key qualities to the current research are pressure film’s flexibility, portability, slimness, 
and price economy.  However, these advantages come at the price of precision.  Whereas 
electronics can be easily adjusted and fine-tuned, the accuracy of pressure films is entirely 
dependant upon manufacturing processes.  Though the sheets come with standard 
calibration curves, the accuracy is limited to ±5% due to variations in the manufacturing 
process of the microcapsules [69].  Even with the calibration curves, the measurements can 
only be said to be “relative” rather than the accurate measurements of a tuned and calibrated 
electronic sensor circuit.  Consequently, when testing with pressure film, special methods 
must be designed to surmount these obstacles and inspire confidence in the results. 
 
2.3  Summary 
Helmets have proven effective at reducing the incidence of head injuries and 
concussions in a variety of sports.  Soccer is unique in that players purposefully use their 
heads to control and advance the ball.  Challenging for these headballs may put their heads 
in hazardous situations with greater risk of head injury.  However, despite the risk intrinsic 
to two players using their heads to contest for a single target, the use of headgear in soccer is 
only a recent concept.  The soccer headgear industry is still in its infancy, and much research 
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is still to be done in order to strike the delicate balance between adequate protections for the 
player and avoiding endowing the wearer a distinct advantage for over an unadorned 
competitor. 
In the quest to design and validate the ideal headguard, several groups have performed 
testing on various models.  The majority of these tests have taken the form of accelerometer-
instrumented crash-test dummy heads being struck with various test objects (e.g. soccer ball, 
standardized mass, human elbow).  Though the specific protocol may vary between groups, 
the nature of the tests has remained essentially unchanged.  While these studies are certainly 
valuable, they still leave two questions unanswered: 
1. Are crash test dummy models designed for very high-force impacts appropriate 
for the lower-force impacts seen in sports?  Can human biomechanics and 
muscle forces have a significant resistance effect on these lower-force impacts 
enough to affect the overall results? 
2. What are the forces seen between the impacting object and headguard vs. the 
forces that reach the head through the headguard?  How and when are the 
headguards effective? 
The current study is designed to diverge from current testing practices through the study of 
actual human soccer players and the use of pressure-sensitive film to evaluate pressure 




FULL90: COMPANY AND TECHNOLOGY 
 
 
3.1  Full90 Company Profile [70] 
Full90 Sports, Incorporated is a Delaware corporation founded in 2002 by Southern 
California entrepreneur Jeff Skeen.  Skeen’s daughter suffered a severe concussion while 
playing soccer, and her injury and consequent rehabilitation inspired his interest in soccer 
head injury prevention.  To this result, he assembled a team of experts in soccer 
biomechanics and head protection.  The objective of this group was to create products 
capable of reducing the probability of head injuries in soccer.  This team evolved into a 
formal company – Full90 Sports, Inc., which Skeen still helms as CEO. 
Full90’s flagship product, the Full90 Performance Headguard (Figure 3), was introduced 
in late 2002, immediately becoming the leading product in the soccer headguard market, a 
title which it still holds.  Though the company’s mission has expanded to “include both 
injury prevention and injury rehabilitation products for use in sports” [70], the specific focus 
remains on soccer head protection.  Currently, the company claims eight granted and ten 
pending US and international patents.  In addition, several important terms important to the 




Figure 3.  Front, rear and isometric views of Full90 headguard [9] 
 
3.2  Full90 Headguard Technology 
The Full90 headguard boasts a unique “ultra-lightweight cross-linked, high density 
polyethylene” [9].  In addition to current trade secret and patent pending technologies, the 
Full90 headguard design is currently protected under five patents. 
3.2.1  5,930,841 – August 1999 [71].  This patent represents an early attempt at soccer 
head protection.  The claimed headguard includes a “headcover and an adjustable headstrap 
disposed on a perimeter of the head for drawing sections of the headcover together” (Figure 
4).  Also, characteristics of the headguard include padding on the front and top portions, a 
rear flexing headstrap section for size adjustments, and a removable chin strap for securing 
the headguard.  
While certainly a landmark product for the field, the first-generation headguard was 
saddled with several shortcomings.  First, the headguard was more helmet-like in design than 
the current “headband” iterations.  It is unlikely the top section of the headcover would have 
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provided significant benefit, as most soccer head injuries are sustained from an opponent’s 
head or elbow, meaning the blow would most likely be a strike from the side.  “Flexible,” 
“adjustable,” or “stretchable” sections are frequently referenced, implying that at least part of 
the headgear would be rigid or hard.  This would have a significant negative impact on a 
player’s ability to “feel” the ball off his or her head.  The headband shape and stiffness could 
also create a ridge that may severely influence the flight of the ball. 
 
Figure 4:  Drawing of “soccer headguard” from patent 5,930,841 [71] 
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3.2.2  6,266,827 – July 2001 [72].  This patent lays a broad foundation of protection for 
several facets of soccer headguards.  As in the previous patent, special mention is noted of 
the headgear covering “a portion of the forehead of the player.”  Rather than the previous 
shell design, the patent specifically focuses around the padded nature of the headguard: 
“The central pad has a first side and a second side, and a first and second 
padded rib extending from each side of the central pad. The distal ends of 
the first and second padded ribs on each side are connected to form side 
portions that extend rearward from the central pad for covering sides of the 
head of the wearer. The headguard further includes a rear pad that covers an 
occipital bone of the wearer.” 
Also noted in the patent is the headguard’s featured adjustment strap system.  In addition to 
the aforementioned design protections, the patent also covers a method of manufacturing a 
protective headguard, specifically the manufacture of a planar pad with ribs to allow 
curvature around the head. 
This patent marks a transition from helmet-like designs into headband-inspired devices, 
as both are equally covered in the patent.  The majorities of the claims focus on the 
headband design (Figure 5), but also make protections to include a section covering the top 




Figure 5.  Exemplary headband design covered under patent 6,266,827 [72] 
 
Figure 6.  Exemplary helmet design covered under patent 6,266,827 [72] 
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3.2.3  6,349,416 – February 2002 [73].  This patent focuses on improvements made to 
the headguard since the previous patent 6,266,827 was filed in July 2001.  The basic design 
remains unchanged from the headband-inspired example in the previous patent.  However, 
several modifications to the design have been made to: 
1. the spine, the portion of the headguard covering the top of the head; 
2. padded inserts that may be placed on the interior of the headguard and the 
means by which whose padded inserts are attached to the headguard; 
3. the back panel of the headguard to better accommodate players with ponytails; 
4. the channels on the exterior surface of the frontpiece; 
5. the front or back panel to allow for the application of symbols such as logos or 
lettering; and 
6. fabric sleeves covering the foam pads of the headguard. 
Though the language retains protections for a top-of-head panel, the focus of the design has 
been refined to two pads of molded, shock absorbing polyethylene foam covering 
predominantly the rear and front portions of the head and connected together by elastic 
connectors (Figure 7).  This two-pad configuration is employed by the current iteration of 




Figure 7.  Exemplary headband design covered under patent 6,349,416 [73]3 
                                                
3 Note differences between the headguard in Figure 7 vs. the older iteration shown in Figure 5.  
Specifically, note changes to the rear panel (left-hand of drawing) with updated straps and a modified shape 
to accommodate a ponytail.  Also the frontal surface (right-hand of drawing) has been cleaned up to allow 
for the placement of a company logo. 
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3.2.4  6,381,760 – May 2002 [74].  Though in its current iteration, the Full90 headguard 
consists of a single layer of energy-absorbing foam padding, this patent covers an inner-shell 
/ outer-shell configuration.  The patent considers a molded foam outer shell with 




Figure 8.  An overview of an exemplary headguard with interior padding as covered under 




3.2.5  6,397,399 – June 2002 [75].  This patent represents the nearest patent iteration to 
the headguard currently marketed by Full90.  The main general embodiment of the invention 
claimed is a “headguard which includes a headband which encircles the head from the 
forehead to the back of the head with the portion of the top of the head open.”  Stretchable, 
shock-absorbing materials (e.g. foam or gel) are claimed, in addition to materials dedicated to 
cooling the player’s head.  Also covered is the use of adjustment straps to refine the fit.  This 




Figure 9.  Two exemplary padding configurations covered under patent 6,397,399 [75]. 
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3.3  Full90 Headguard Research 
To date, two particular studies stand as paramount in Full90 body of literature.  These 
studies were commissioned by the company and investigated Full90’s ability to reduce the 
probability of concussion during traumatic impact while not affecting a ball during a 
headball.  To this end, Dr. Mariusz Ziejewski at North Dakota State University (NDSU) and 
Dr. Terry Smith at Dynamic Research, Inc. (DRI) performed independent testing of the 
headguard. 
In 1999, Dr. Ziejewski performed computer simulations based on impact data, and 
determined that: 
• “Ball impacts can cause concussion if head is not prepared for impact. 
• Impact forces can be reduced by protective padding 
• Full90 reduced strain on brain by 50%, stretching of brain tissue by a factor of 
ten, and volume of brain affected by impact by 24% 
• Linear acceleration in a heading incident, although not sufficient to cause injury 
by itself, was reduced by 40% by Full90 in typical collisions. 
• The rebound speed of the ball from a Full90-covered head is the same as the 
rebound speed from a bare head – there is no impact on the game” [10]. 
In 2003, Dr. Smith tested incidental impacts common in soccer, including head-to-head 
(Figure 10), head-to-goalpost (Figure 11), and head-to-elbow.  The testing was conducted 
using Hybrid III dummy heads, a widely used dummy in impact investigations.  Among his 
findings were: 
• “Some incidental impacts, such as head/goal post, are sufficient to cause 
concussion solely through linear acceleration. 
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• Use of the Full90 Performance Headguard™ product on a standard test head in 
a typical head/goal post impact reduces the linear acceleration by 50% to a sub-
concussive level. 
• In head to head impacts, an impact between two bare heads generated a 
rotational acceleration of 7750 rad/sec2, about 50% greater than the estimated 
threshold for concussion. 
• With a Full90 Performance Headguard on one head, the rotational acceleration 
was reduced to the subconcussive level of 3600 rad/sec2. 
• When Full90 Performance Headguards were worn by both heads, rotational 
acceleration was only 2200 rad/sec2 – less than 1/3 the unprotected level” 
Forehead to forehead impact in freefall drops of 50 cm (about 20 inches): 
• With both heads bare, GAMBIT4 = 0.35 (~32% probability of concussion) 
• With one head wearing Full90, GAMBIT = 0.21 (~3% probability of 
concussion) 
• With both heads wearing Full90, GAMBIT = 0.14 (~1% probability of 
concussion) [11]. 
                                                
4 A Generalized Acceleration Model for Brain Injury Threshold (GAMBIT) score is a scientific method of 
calculating an impact’s likelihood of causing concussion 76. Newman, J., A Generalized Acceleration 





Figure 10.  Two pictures of head-to-head tests conducted at DRI showing a “both heads 





Figure 11.  Two pictures of head-to-goalpost tests conducted at DRI showing an “wearing 
Full90 – unpadded goalpost” scenario [11]. 
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From the presented data from NDSU and DRI, it can be said that accidental impacts 
with the potential to cause head injuries do occur in soccer.  Although no headgear can 
protect against all impacts, and serious injuries may occur even when soccer headguards are 
worn correctly, the Full90 headguards provide significant protection to the head of the 
wearer, and to the bodies of others who may collide with the wearer’s head. 
The second intention of these studies was to determine whether the Full90 headguard 
affected soccer ball trajectory or speed during a headball.  To record ball incident and 
rebound ball velocities, ball impacts against a Hybrid III headform were filmed using high-
speed photography, with and without headguard protection. Data collected between the two 
studies was compiled into a table (Table 8) and graph (Figure 12).  From the graph, it is clear 
that the ball speeds are virtually identical regardless of the presence of the Full90.  This 
would argue that wearing the Full90 headguard endows the player with neither an advantage 
nor disadvantage when heading a soccer ball compared to an unadorned player. 
 
Table 8.  Measured rebound speeds of a soccer ball striking a headform with and without a 










6 5.6 5.6 0.0 
31 24.0 25.2 -1.2 
32 25.1 25.4 -0.3 
42 37.3 36.3 +1.0 





Figure 12.  Graphical representation of the data presented in Table 8.  The graph shows no 
significant difference between the rebound speeds of a soccer ball with and without the 







4.1  Abstract 
Pressure-sensitive film was employed to measure if there is a reduction in forces seen by 
the forehead as a result of wearing the Full90 headguard.  The film was placed on top and 
underneath the headguard and the unit was worn by an experienced college-level soccer 
player.  The player was then asked to head a soccer ball.  To achieve consistency of ball 
direction and speed, a JUGS machine was used to launch the ball towards the player.  The 
ball traveled approximately 25 – 30 yards, and was launched at an angle of about 50 degrees.  
Seven subjects, ranging from 18 to 25 years old, completed four to five trials each.  After 
each trial, the films were removed from the headgear and digitized for further analysis. 
 
4.2  Introduction 
Several studies, including two commissioned specifically by Full90 Sports, Incorporated 
[10, 11] have investigated the effectiveness of soccer headgear as a means to reduce the risk 
of head injuries in the sport.  These studies have mainly relied on artificial headforms for 
their testing, specifically the Hybrid III dummy.  The Hybrid III is the current industry 
standard for dummy approximation of the human body, and is widely used in automotive 
crash testing [77].  The dummy has proved ideal for these purposes, where internal human 
muscle forces are negligible compared to the extreme external forces.  However, the impacts 
seen in soccer do not approach those of a car accident, and human muscle biomechanics 
may play an important role in the anatomy of a head injury.  The goal of the current study is 
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to evaluate the effectiveness of the Full90 headguard at reducing impact forces when worn 
by a player. 
To achieve this goal, a novel method of testing the headgear had to be developed.  
Traditional electronic sensors and accelerometers were impractical for human testing; their 
wiring tethers the subject to electronics and inhibits the freedom of motion required by the 
study.  In addition, the data sampling rate is a major concern during short timeframe impact 
tests when using electronic force sensors. 
Previous studies have investigated soccer headgear’s impact reduction capabilities 
through indirect acceleration measurements.  Accelerometer-embedded Hybrid III heads 
were tested with and without the headgear.  Any perceived difference in accelerations was 
interpreted as an impact reduction due to the headguard being placed between the dummy 
head and the impacting force.  The current study seeks to utilize pressure-sensitive film to 
measure the impact forces directly. 
 
4.3  Methods 
4.3.1  Testing Setup.  Pressure-sensitive film (Sensor Products LLC, Madison, NJ) was 
placed on both sides of the Full90 headguard.  Several different calibrations of film are 
available, each with differing calibrated pressure ranges.  Initial proof-of-concept testing with 
several different ranges confirmed that the ideal calibration to be used for this testing was 
the Ultra-Low film, with a calibrated pressure range of 28 – 85 PSI.  The film was cut into a 
custom shape to ideally fit the headguard and allow curvature around the player’s head 
(Figure 12).  The form measured 8 ½ by 11 in.  To avoid accidentally applying pressure on 
the film during cutting, a negative, or outline, pattern was used.  The pattern, which was cut 
from a single sheet of Plexiglas, allowed for tracing and cutting the film while only putting 
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pressure on the external unused sections.  Both the contact and developer sheets were cut 
with scissors after being traced from the same pattern.  The two films were kept separated 
during and after cutting in independent closed boxes.  This precaution was for several 
reasons: 
1. to avoid inadvertently putting readings on the developer sheets by keeping them 
in the proximity of contact sheets; 
2. to avoid putting pressure on the contact sheets, thereby bursting the paint-filled 
microcapsules before testing could be performed; and 
3. to keep the developer sheets out of sunlight, as over time light can damage the 
developer chemicals on the sheet. 
Just prior to testing, the appropriate numbers of films were removed from their boxes 
and transparent tape was used to fix the four corners together (Figure 13).  The film was 
wrapped around the headguard from the top side (between headguard and ball, alternatively: 
where the logo is visible), underneath the headguard, and to the bottom (the side between 
the headguard and the player’s forehead) (Figure 14).  In order to secure the films around the 
headguard, a single layer of plastic kitchen wrap was wrapped around the outside of the film 
and secured against itself.  The plastic wrap also served to protect the bottom sheet from 
sweat and the top sheet from dirt.  Also, because the film is affected by temperature and 
humidity, data for the hour of testing was recorded from two independent online weather 




Figure 13.  Silhouette of the form for the pressure-sensitive film. 
 
 
Figure 14.  Cut-away drawing showing how the film is wrapped around the Full90 
headguard and also how the sheet curves to match the contours of the player’s head 
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4.3.2  Subject profiles.  Subsequent to Clemson University Institutional Review Board 
approval, seven subjects (age 18 – 25) were selected, each with high school- to college-level 
soccer experience.  Five of the subjects were male and two were female.  The subjects’ self-
reported positions were:  one midfielder, five defenders, and one goalkeeper.  In order to 
ensure safety and minimize the risk of injury, the subjects were questioned about their head 
injury history.  If the subject had suffered a history of head injury, or if they suffered 
headaches, they were excluded from the study to avoid aggravating any current head-related 
conditions. 
4.3.3  Testing.  Testing was performed in an open, flat grassy field.  A JUGS soccer 
pitching machine (The JUGS Company, Tualatin, OR) (Figure 15) was used as a ball 
launching platform to maximize ball direction and speed consistency between each trial.  The 
player was positioned 25 – 30 yards away from for pitching machine and the machine set to 
lob a ball at the player’s position in a similar path as a goalkeeper’s punt (although less than 
half the distance).  The balls used were standard game-ready balls filled to match pressure.  
FIFA rules regulate match pressure to be 8.5 – 15.6 lbs/in2 [54]; the balls used in the study 
were filled to 10.5 – 11.0 lbs/in2. 
 
 




The subjects were given several specific instructions before the start of the testing.  They 
were told to head the ball back in the direction of the JUGS machine with a “defensive” 
heading motion5.  To keep the subjects from the impulse to “chase” the balls and keep them 
focused solely on heading the ball, they were instructed to only head balls that were within a 
virtual 8 x 8  foot box in which they were centered.  To avoid the subject putting pressures 
on the film between tests, they were told to inform the investigators of their comfort with 
the unit, and the investigators would put on, take off, or adjust the headguard and film for 
them.  The investigators used the uncovered edges of the headguard to accomplish these 
duties. 
After each trial, the investigator removed the headguard from the subject’s head, 
carefully unwrapped the plastic covering, and promptly separated the developer and contact 
sheets.  The contact sheet was discarded, while the developer sheet was placed in a new box 
until the image could be analyzed.  Five subjects performed five trials each and two subjects 
performed four trials, for a total of thirty-three trials. 
In order to ensure a record of each trial was kept, a video camera was mounted on a 
tripod about ten yards from the subject and perpendicular to the flight path of the ball 
(Figure 16).  This video data was used to estimate the ball velocity prior to and after impact.  
The ball velocity data allowed for a generalized perspective of this trial among previous 
studies and for qualitative comparisons. 
                                                
5 A defensive heading motion in soccer means that the player would attempt to head the ball “up and out”
or back into the air and in the direction the ball originated from in order to clear the ball from thear a and 
move it back upfield.  This differs from a striking heading motion, where the primary purpose is to head the 
ball down to the ground in front of the player.  Bycomparison, this striking type of header is used for 




Figure 16.  Schematic of testing setup.  The soccer ball position represents the location of 
the JUGS machine. 
 
4.3.4  Post-processing.  To avoid possible image fading due to exposure to light, the 
used developer sheets were scanned into computer within one hour of testing completion, 
(Figure 17).  These scans were then masked to eliminate the undesirable areas of the film and 
to create a color-separated top and bottom section of each image, uniform across each trial.  
Undesirable areas included the edges of the film where some sheets showed tracing marks 
from the cutting process, areas under the taped sections, and the middle portion of the film 
that connected the top and bottom halves.  After masking, these images could easily be split 







Figure 17.  Examples of scanned images immediately after testing.  These represent four of 
the total thirty-three trials6. 
                                                
6 Note the empty lines one the top (upper) section where the padding was absent.  The creasing evident on the 





































Split bottom section 
 
Figure 18.  Schematic of preprocessing steps from original scanned image to masked and 




4.4  Analysis 
4.4.1  Calibration curves.  Because the transfer of paint from contact to developer 
sheet is conditional on impact time (momentary or prolonged), the ambient temperature, and 
the humidity, the films were shipped with a set of calibration curves.  The length of impact 
was very short, so the “momentary” calibration graph was used.  However, these curves 
were very rough, and provided only minimal information helpful in calibration.  To achieve a 
more exact calibration, a grid was overlaid onto the calibration curve and used to more 
precisely determine data points (Figure 19).  Grid and line work was done in The GIMP, a 
free open-source image editing program similar in capabilities to Adobe Photoshop (The 
GIMP can be found online at http://www.gimp.org/).  Using the grid-overlaid calibration 
curves, pressure-density data was taken every 2 PSI and these points fit to an equivalent 
calibration equation for each curve A through E. 
4.4.2  Image processing.  After the scanned developer film were processed, the masked 
and split top and bottom sections were individually imported into ImageJ7, a popular 
scientific image analysis program (ImageJ can be found online at 
http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).  These images were examined using the corresponding 
calibration curve (determined from the temperature and humidity at the time of testing.)  An 
explicated script of the image processing steps in ImageJ can be found in Appendix A.  The 
script focused on the pressure range of 4 – 85 PSI, and created several images, which are 
shown in Figure 20.  Most important among these resulting images, a histogram of each film 
was produced.  To create this histogram, the program counted the number of pixels in the 
image for each shade of gray within the specified 4 – 85 PSI range.  These were exported 
into Microsoft Excel for numerical comparison. 
                                                
7 At the time of testing, the most recent version of ImageJ was 1.37u (dated October 6, 2006).  This was the 




Figure 19.  Scanned image of provided calibration curve.  The red grid lines were overlaid 








Image overlaid with a spectrum lookup 
table to highlight pressure differences 
 
 













Histogram plot of pressures 
 
Figure 20.  Images created by the ImageJ scripts. 
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4.4.3  Numerical analysis.  The histogram data from Figure 20 could also be shown as 
a numerical chart of three columns:  the grey value (0-255), the equivalent pressure value (4-
85), and the total number of pixels at this value.  This data was copied and pasted into 
Microsoft Excel.  Once in Excel, the number of pixels at each pressure value was compared.  
In other words, because the pressures were grouped into 256 discreet “bins,” or gradients, 
each individual pressure value could be assigned an equivalent area.  Pressures were graphed 
on the x-axis, with their respective areas on the y-axis. 
There is one particular challenge in the analysis process: the top and bottom films, even 
after masking, were not the same area.  Even a cursory glance at Figure 17 or 18 reveals that, 
due to the long notches cut out of the top to accommodate the wings of the headguard, the 
bottom sheet is significantly larger.  The greater the investigated area, the more chances there 
are for data to appear.  For example, if the top sheet was 500 pixels and the bottom sheet 
was 1000 pixels in area, despite the readings on the overlapping sections, the bottom sheet 
would still have 500 pixels of readings not factored into the top sheet.  This discrepancy in 
areas would weight the individual pressure areas artificially higher in the bottom sheet.  To 
counteract this, rather than take the area data, the area was presented as a percentage of the 
total area.  Areas could then be compared as a percentage of their respective totals. 
4.4.4  Force analysis.  The pressure reduction capabilities of the Full90 headguard can 
be clearly seen in the histogram difference graphs, but they do not answer the most 
important question of the study:  Does the Full90 headguard reduce the force of an impact? 
To answer this, the total force had to be extrapolated from the pressure and area data.  
However, the presence of latent pressures due to the headguard’s snug fit around the head 
proved a significant obstacle to overcome.  To counteract the fact that there were more low 
pressures in the bottom sheet, the minimum pressure for the reading was taken as the lowest 
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pressure where the top film’s pressure area exceeded the pressure area of the bottom film 
(this point was typically at 15 – 20 PSI, but varied by trial)8.  This point was not ideal, as 
there are certainly some pressure effects of the snug headguard fit seen above this point, but 
it was impossible to completely separate the steady-state pressures from those resulting from 
the impact.  All pressures above this minimum point were multiplied by their respective area 
and added together to discover the total force experienced by the films.  These forces could 
then be compared for the effect the Full90 headguard had on the force. 
                                                
8See Figure 22 in Results for a graphical representation of the general histogram shape and the point where top 






Initially, the data from each trial was considered unique to each subject.  In this method, 
the four or five data sets from each subject were compared, yielding seven distinctive results.  
For each subject, the data was evaluated in two ways.  First, the raw data taken from the top 
and bottom films were compared for each trial on a single axis.  To account for the 
differences in film size, the y-axis was taken as a percentage of the total film area.  Pressure 
(in PSI) marked the x-axis. 
For a more definitive evaluation, the number of bottom readings was subtracted from 
the number of top readings at each pressure point.  For example, a raw data graph would 
show 1000 points on the top versus 750 points on the bottom sheet at a given pressure; a 
graph of the difference would simplify the result to 250 points.  Using this method the 
relative pressures could be compared between the top and bottom sheets of each trial, rather 
than examining the raw data.  This results in a single graph and reduces relative errors. 
These two methods were also used to analyze the average raw data readings among all 33 
trials, as well as the average difference in pressures for the entire data set.  However, analysis 
over the entire series of data took special considerations.  The calibration curves did not 
contain the same pressure graduations along their paths.  Therefore, when subjects used 
different calibration curves, the resultant data sets would be different sizes.  This problem 
was rectified by rounding the pressures to the nearest integer. However, the respective area 
data were not adjusted to match.  This resulted in some pressures to have several areas 
associated with them (for example 61.3, 60.8, and 60.6 would all be rounded to 61, and 
consequently that pressure would have three areas associated with it).  In these cases, the 
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areas were averaged together to condense them into one respective area reading.  It is not 
anticipated that these rounding and averaging techniques will have a significant effect on the 
resultant data because pressure data was only moved a maximum of 0.5 PSI, well below the 
±5% accuracy of the film.  In addition, because both top and bottom sheets by definition 
use the same calibration curve for each trial, whenever a pressure data point was rounded on 
the top sheet, that point would always be rounded for the bottom sheet also.  The graphs 
summarizing all 33 trials can be seen in Figures 21 and 22.  Graphs grouped by subject are 
found in Appendix B. 
In summary, there were a total of sixteen resultant “summary” graphs from the testing: 
• Seven graphs for each subject’s raw data (top vs. bottom plot) – Appendix B 
• Seven graphs for each subject’s difference data (top minus bottom plot) – 
Appendix B 
• One graph as an average of all 33 trials (top vs. bottom plot) – Figure 21 
• One graph as an average difference of all 33 trials (top minus bottom plot) – 
Figure 22 
Though it is difficult to gain perspective from the individual raw data graphs (Appendix 
B), the difference graphs clearly reveal the influence of the Full90 headguard on impacts.  All 
individual graphs show an obvious tendency for lower pressures below the headguard than 
above, and all subjects showed significant differences through a range of pressures.  Subjects 
1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 represented five of the total 33 trials apiece, while subjects 4 and 7 were 
limited to only 4 of the trials each.  Each of the subjects with five trials had a range of at 
least 5 PSI where the bottom pressures were significantly less than above the headguard. 
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Figure 21.  Overall top and bottom comparison graph from all 33 trials (10 – 50 PSI). 
 






















Figure 21.  Overall top and bottom difference graph from all 33 trials (10 – 50 PSI). 
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An obvious feature of each of the difference graphs is that they start significantly below 
the x-axis and then climb above the axis between 15 and 20 PSI.  This would indicate that 
below this range, the bottom pressures are actually significantly higher than the top.  This 
may be explained by the fact that the headguards are naturally reliant on pressure around the 
player’s head to ensure a snug fit and prevent slipping or sliding during play.  The bottom 
sheets, being sandwiched between the headguard and forehead, will read these low pressures, 
whereas the top sheets will not.  The processes of donning and doffing the headguard are 
also likely to place additional small pressures on the bottom sheets not normally found while 
the headguard is being worn. 
Also investigated were the total forces on top and bottom of the headguard.  These 
results can be seen in Figures 23 and 24.  Figure 22 shows that in all seven subjects, there is a 
tendency for lower forces underneath the headguard than above (i.e. the impacting force).  
Four of these subjects were significantly lower across all their trials.  Individually, 24 of the 
33 trials showed a measurable lower pressure underneath the headguard.  Overall, the 
average force reduction on the player’s forehead was 19.0%.  The percent force reduction 
experienced by each individual subject is summarized in Figure 25. 
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Figure 23.  Reduction in total impact force experienced by the forehead while wearing the 
Full90 headguard during heading. 
 
 
























Figure 24.  Reduction in total impact force as in Figure 22, divided by trial. 
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Figure 25.  Percentage reduction in impact force experienced by the player’s forehead 







6.1  Sources of Error 
Clearly, the graphs from the individual trials appear to be more telling than the graphs 
which attempt to summarize all 33 trials.  The reason the average overall histogram yielded 
less definite results can be attributed to several factors confounding the readings between 
subjects: 
• Temperature and humidity.  Although the films do include a calibration graph, 
Figure 19 demonstrates that the scale is inexact at best.  The scale is finitely 
graduated with category levels A through E.  But the influence of the 
environment on the film cannot be so easily summarized.  Although according to 
the scale, measurements taken at 10 °C / 55% humidity and 35 °C / 40% 
humidity are both D-curve measurements, the environment will not have the 
exact same effect on films used in these conditions. 
• Player comfort/headgear fit.  All players have different definitions of what is 
“comfortable” to them.  This dynamic can have a drastic impact on the readings.  
Pressures between the headguard and head do not approach the manufacturer’s 
calibrated lower range of the film of 28 PSI, but quality readings are still apparent 
below that. 
• Heading technique.  While it cannot be established exactly what affect subtle 
differences in heading technique would have on the film pressure readings, there 
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is no doubt that every player heads the ball slightly differently.  These differences 
can be traced to differing instructional backgrounds, ability level, neck muscle 
strength, and many other factors.  An additional factor fogging the data is the 
fact that every trial is unique in initial and final ball flight paths and “quality” of 
contact with the player’s head.  The factors of technique are an unavoidable 
consequence of working with human subjects, and are impossible to quantify.  
However, it is still important to note and respect the influence of these factors 
on the results. 
• Ball velocity.  In addition to the differences in heading forces from the subject, 
initial ball velocities can affect the readings.  While the mass of the ball remains 
unchanged between trials, velocity differences can have very significant 
influences on the amount of energy imposed on the headguard during the 
impact.  The kinetic energy of a mass (½ m v2) indicates that changes in velocity 
will manifest as changes in the impact energy of the system by a factor of two.  
This would indicate that even small variabilities in velocity will significantly 
influence energies of the system and lead to increased error. 
These factors combine to create significant noise in the data to essentially “drown out” 
usable data from the raw data comparison.  Attempts to combine different subjects into one 
definitive data set only magnify these differences. 
The difference method of analyzing the overall data minimizes this pitfall.  This method 
is able to reduce the error found in simple overall top/bottom film comparison because it 
only compares each top to its respective bottom.  The flaw of the overall comparison is that 
it only considers every top reading against every bottom reading at a given pressure.  When 
this technique is taken across subjects, confounding factors are greatly amplified.  For 
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example, miniscule changes in temperature and humidity over the course of an hour study 
with one subject become an entirely new weather system by the next testing day.  However, 
the difference method of analysis is able to cancel out much of these confounding factors by 
only considering the difference in the top and bottom films for each trial, then combining 
those results into a summation graph. 
Even still, in the overall difference graph, error bars show only a small margin of 
significant effectiveness for the headgear.  This is true despite the quality of the individual 
difference graphs, which would indicate that the headgear had much more of an effect on 
the pressures read by the bottom film.  In fact, the difference graphs are similarly affected by 
each player’s individuality as the top and bottom graphs, but because the individual 
difference graphs are easily disclose their information, the overall difference graphs appear 
worse by comparison.  It is anticipated that a study using less subjects and more trials per 
subject would reduce the error for each individual and further underscore the effect of the 
headguard.  It is encouraging that, despite an exaggerated error caused by combining all the 
trials, the overall difference graph still shows a significant difference between the top and 
bottom film readings. 
The resultant graphs from most subjects showed similar tendencies.  Starting below the 
x-axis, they climbed and crossed into positive between 10 and 20 PSI, then continued 
upward to around 0.2 to 0.3 Percent Total Area at 25 – 30 PSI before the readings slowly 
taper back to zero as readings from high pressures become less frequent.  However, subjects 
5 and 6 stand out as extraordinary among the graphs. 
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6.2  Unusual Subject Data 
Video recorded during testing revealed uncommon features in the individual heading 
styles of subject 5 and 6.  Analysis of the video showed that subject 5 recorded the highest 
rebound speeds of any subject and headed the balls the furthest.  The subject could 
therefore be assumed to have struck the ball significantly harder than other subjects.  This 
however, would not directly result in higher pressures in the films.  The compliance of the 
soccer ball means that it deforms a great deal during impacts, increasing contact area and 
reducing peak forces.  What this does is create more points of the mid pressures.  For 
example, instead of 100 points at 30 PSI for most subjects, subject 5 tests might read 300 
points at this pressure.  These high resultant areas at 20 – 35 PSI for subject 5 quickly 
diminish and become similar to other subjects by 40 PSI.  It has already been shown by 
previous studies that the headguards become more effective as the impact forces increase 
[10, 11], and the data from subject 5 would seem to correlate to that.  The subject’s resultant 
pressures did not necessarily increase, but the pressure areas did.  This would mean that 
there was a definite force difference (force = pressure × area) in the headers of subject 5 
compared to other subjects. 
Video data suggests that subject 6 primarily heads the ball off the crown of his head, on 
the hairline (rather than forehead as most other players do.)  The impact patterns from the 
films support this assumption, as they show consistent ball contact area off the top of the 
headguard, and not centered on the forehead.  This high-heading style may be the reason the 
subject shows markedly higher pressures throughout the range of data – his difference graph 
appears to be “shifted” to the right.  While a forehead strike may be roughly simplified to a 
strike to the rounded side of a cylinder (think of a ball striking a vertical paint can from the 
side), the shape of the human hairline is more closely related to a sphere.  In this instance, 
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the shape allows the compliant ball less opportunity to “flatten out” against the surface, as 
the sphere will indent into the ball.  This will cause the pressures against the leading point of 
the ball to increase as the hoop stress around the circumference of the ball increases to push 
the ball back into a spherical shape.  Without the opportunity to flatten against an even 
surface and let pressures radiate outward from the point of impact, the pressures at the point 
of impact will increase until the normal force is sufficient to counteract the ball’s velocity 
and stop its motion. 
Despite intrinsic player differences, the individual histogram and force data show that 
that the Full90 was effective in reducing the amount of force to the forehead from the ball 
strike.  The range varied slightly, but the headguard seemed to have the most effect on the 
pressures with maximum area.  This seems intuitive due to the ability of the ball to conform 
to the striking surface during impact.  This feature allows the pressure to distributed with 
maximal effectiveness, and therefore these pressures are the most representative pressures of 
the impact, and most likely to be affected by the headgear. 
 
6.3  ±5% Manufacturer’s Film Error 
The one-sheet nature of the top and bottom films allowed the elimination of the film’s 
±5% error in the readings.  Because they are a single form, any manufacturing error can be 
assumed to be uniform and consistent through both the top and bottom half.  The focus of 
the study was to compare the two films, not obtain absolute pressures.  A 50 psi reading on 
the film could be caused by an actual pressure ranging anywhere from 47.5 to 52.5 psi – a 2.5 
psi error each way.  However, whatever pressure caused the 50 lb reading on the top would 
also cause the same reading on the bottom film.  The data has been referred to as absolute 
pressures for the sake of simplification, but in reality the pressures only serve as relative 
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points on the x-axis by which to compare the changes in area.  For the study, the accuracy of 
the pressure reading is not critical, as the real focus of the study is the comparison of areas at 
that pressure. 
 
6.4  Higher Forces in the Bottom Film 
As seen from Figure 24, six of the 33 trials actually recorded higher forces in the lower 
film.  A close look at those films reveals a possible cause of these anomalies.  The trials in 
question tend to show unusually high pressures away from the impact zone.  This could 
mean that either the fit was too tight or that there was an unexpected force influence 
between the headguard and player’s head during the donning or doffing process. 
Another possible cause is uneven fit.  The headguards were fit using four Velcro strips 
behind the head (see rear view in Figure 3).  In all subjects, it was noted that the lower half 
of the headguard fit less well than the upper half (a possible design flaw).  This could cause 
uneven pressures underneath the headguard, and the upper section would have to be pulled 
tighter to compensate and keep the headguard in place on the player’s head (Figure 25).  
Though the average steady-state pressures on the bottom film could remain the same, the 
higher pressures on the may have been sufficient to influence well above the expected 
“headgear tightness” range of 0 – 20 PSI.  Because the uneven fit issue was not foreseen and 
the fit varied greatly between subjects and trials, this was not an issue that could be 
anticipated or filtered in post-processing. 
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Figure 26.  Example of a film where lower pressures were recorded on the bottom sheet 
(subject 7 trial 4).  Impact zones appear in mirror because the bottom sheet was folded up 
underneath the top during testing. 
 
 
6.5  Where the Current Study Fits 
This study was not designed to replace the body of former research on soccer headgear 
or the Full90 headguard in particular.  Rather, its intention was to supplement these previous 
Hybrid III headform studies in two ways: 
1. Endorse the high-impact headform tests with a human-based testing counterpart.  
The authenticity of Hybrid III dummy testing was never in question; they have 
been widely used as excellent acute-force scenario models.  However, their 
effectiveness in lower-force impacts seen in sports may not be as unquestionably 
appropriate.  While some measure of “limp-body” behavior is certainly a feature 
Impact zones 
High pressure zones 
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of collisions in sports, human biomechanics may also play an important and 
previously unaccounted for role in a contact scenario.  The current study was 
designed to approach the sporting impact picture from an opposite angle as 
previous studies. 
2. Another unique aspect of the current study was the use of pressure-sensitive film 
as a viable means to determine the headgear’s effectiveness.  Though pressure 
sensitive films have been used in the past for such applications as artificial joint 
contact and bite forces [78-80], the films have yet to be utilized to investigate the 
effectiveness of sporting equipment.  It is believed that this system can be used 
as an underutilized alternative to electronic-based sensors.  Because the films are 
capable of a much more detailed “snapshot” of an impact, they may prove a 
valuable supplement to electronic pressure-sensing systems.  This study may be a 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
The expressed goal of the study was to investigate how the Full90 headguard performed 
when worn on a soccer player’s head and tested under a game-like scenario. Pressure-
sensitive film was utilized to measure effect of wearing the Full90 headguard during the 
heading of a soccer ball.  The film was placed on top and underneath the headguard and the 
player was asked to head an incoming soccer ball.  To achieve consistency of ball direction 
and speed, a JUGS machine was used to launch the ball towards the player.  The ball 
traveled approximately 25 – 30 yards, and was launched at an angle of about 50 degrees, 
replicating the flight of a goalkeeper’s kick, although at 1/3 to 1/2 scale.  A total of seven 
soccer players were used, each with high school to college experience.  The ages of the 
subjects ranged from 18 to 25 years old.  Each subject completed either four or five trials, 
summing to 33 trials total for the study. 
Despite errors intrinsic to human biomechanical testing, the data showed that the 
subjects tested benefited from the Full90 headguard during a heading scenario by an average 
of 19.0% force reduction against the forehead.  Each player, despite differences in heading 
strength and technique, training background, sex, etc., showed a reduction of pressures 
applied to the forehead through the Full90.  Aberrations in pressure measurements were 
explained as extraneous influences on the testing, rather than a reflection of the performance 
of the Full90 headguard itself.  However, these are important anomalies, and should be 




The risk of head injury in soccer may not be severe enough to warrant sweeping changes 
in equipment requirements in the sport.  However, the risk is certainly present, and an 
ignored or undiagnosed concussion can manifest itself as a higher risk of head trauma 
further into a player’s career.  For these players, it would prove beneficial to consider soccer 







While this data is promising, it is by no means conclusive on the effectiveness of the 
Full90 headguard.  The Hybrid III dummy heads are perhaps not an ideal model for low-
impact headgear testing, but their use does feature several advantages over the use of human 
subjects.  Chief among these advantages is that their tests are much more repeatable and 
eliminate the “human element” from error.  The current testing gives a good picture of the 
pressures seen across the entire headguard during a headball, but at the cost of electronic 
precision at specific points.  The testing deviates a great deal from methods employed by 
past studies.  Both the use of human subjects and effectiveness of the pressure-sensitive film 
should be verified in two “crossover studies.” 
In order to validate the traditional Hybrid III head systems in soccer headgear tests, the 
current human-based pressure film trials should be replicated with the dummy heads.  The 
current study, being human based, represents an investigation into the standard to which the 
dummy heads attempt to replicate.  The use of identical methods would allow for direct data 
comparison a consequent tweaking of the dummy head and neck systems to more closely 
approximate the reaction a human in these scenarios. 
In fact, this system could be used in conjunction with traditional accelerometers, 
gyroscopes, and pressure sensors with little influence on the electronic readings.  The film is 
extremely sensitive to pre- and post-testing influences, and using static dummy heads would 
minimize many risks associated with human testing.  With dummy heads, a single headgear 
fit can be applied, and personal comfort would not be a factor in the adjustment of the 
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headgear.  Every trial would have similar baseline pressures on the bottom sheet, rather than 
it being dependant on how snug the player wears the headguard.  In addition, the forces 
applied to the headguard could be more closely controlled.  Despite the amount of control 
the JUGS machine provides as a ball launching platform, there is way to regulate the amount 
of force the player chooses to strike the incoming ball with.  Not only does this factor differ 
between subjects, but the force for each trial is unique. 
Human trials similar to those performed in the current study should be proven using 
electronic pressure sensors.  With current technology, a pressure profile with detail 
approaching that of the pressure-sensitive film is impossible.  However, even thin single-
point pressure sensors can prove valuable to headguard study.  For instance, if one pressure 
sensor was fixed in the center of the underside of the headguard, and another was fixed 
directly above it on top of the headguard; a pressure differential could be established.  A 
system of these sensors placed above and below the headguard could yield not only pressure 
data results, but also a time domain of how pressure and force propagates through the 
headguard as the impacting soccer ball deforms. Because the time domain can be analyzed 
using electronic sensors, a baseline pressure can be easily established between the headguard 
and forehead.  Another advantage of this technique is that the sensors can be permanently 
fixed in place.  This would assure proper sensor placement directly on top of each other and 
leave no questions about where a bottom pressure reading is located relative to the top.  By 
contrast, the film cannot be exactly fixed into place and precise comparisons of top and 
bottom pressure points are difficult. 
The combination of these two complementary tests would prove valuable in aligning the 
methods used in the current research with those of other testing scenarios.  In current soccer 
headgear testing scenarios, there is no crossover between the electronic sensors/dummy 
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headform tests generally used and this study’s use of pressure-sensitive film and human 
subjects.  Matching elements of the two methods would not only provide a direct 
connection between this and other studies, but would announce pressure-sensitive film as an 
additional equipment testing element, not just for soccer headgear, but as a viable system for 
all headgear development. 
Additional work must also be put into the design of the Full90 headgear strapping 
system and front pad shape.  The pressure films show a clear differential in pressures 
between the upper and lower halves of the headguard, and a higher top headgear pressure 
creates less area by which the headguard is held onto the player’s head.  This could cause 
player discomfort and result in an unwillingness to wear the headguard.  Serious 
consideration should be given to a redesign of the lower half of the headguard and straps to 






Example Image Analysis Script 
 
 
This script is only for trials using calibration curve D.  However, only two steps (which are 
noted) would be changed for the other calibration curves. 
run("8-bit"); 
Converts the image from color to black and white.  The red color densities become shades 
of gray, which ImageJ can reference to determine color density on a 256-shade 
black/white scale.  On this scale, black is referenced as 0, while white is 255. 
 
run("Smooth"); 
Takes the average of each pixel every pixel in it’s 3x3 neighborhood (i.e. all eight pixels that 
touch the pixel of interest)9.   
 
run("Set Scale...", "distance=200 known=1 pixel=1 unit=in 
global"); 
The image has no sense of scale when it is first imported into ImageJ.  The images were all 
scanned at 200 dpi (or “dots per inch”).  Therefore, there are 200 pixels to an inch in the 
images.  This function converts the scale of the image to inches. 
 
run("Calibrate...", "open=[C:\\Documents and 
Settings\\Ryan\\Desktop\\My Briefcase\\ImageJ Files\\UL 
Momentary D] function=[3rd Degree Polynomial] unit=[Gray 
Value] text1=[220.44 217.88 215.32 212.76 210.2 206.36 
203.8 199.96 196.12 192.28 189.72 184.6 180.76 178.2 
173.08 170.52 165.4 160.28 157.72 152.6 147.48 144.92 
139.8 135.96 132.12 127.0 121.88 118.04 112.92 ] 
text2=[29.0 31.0 33.0 35.0 37.0 39.0 41.0 43.0 45.0 47.0 
49.0 51.0 53.0 55.0 57.0 59.0 61.0 63.0 65.0 67.0 69.0 
71.0 73.0 75.0 77.0 79.0 81.0 83.0 85.0 ] global"); 
This is the first function that is changed depending on the calibration curve.  This function 
calls the file that contains the Ultra-Low Momentary calibration graph D10. 
 
close(); 
Closes the calibration function window opened by the previous function. 
                                                
9 Because the analysis is focused on overall color densities and not the density of each pixel, smoothing the 
picture gives a better view of the overall pressure trends without losing pressure information. 
10The numbers are the actual function, with the firstdata set being the black/white color density [220.44 – 
112.92] and the second data set being the correlated pressure [29.0 – 85.0].  So for this calibration curve, 





These three functions work as a single unit.  They open the Threshold dialogue to focus on a 
range of pressures, rather than the whole 255 white to 0 black ranges.  The setThreshold 
dialogue is still read in color density code, but if corrected to PSI data, 114 would be 85 
PSI and 251 would be 4 PSI.  This is the second function that changes between 
calibration curves.  Each calibration curve has a different color density for each pressure, 
so the 114 and 251 will be different numbers for other calibration curves, but the 
numbers will on each will correlate to 85 and 4 PSI, respectively. 
 
run("Create Selection"); 
Creates a selection of focus based on the threshold function so the subsequent functions 
only concentrate on the 4 – 85 PSI range. 
 
run("SurfacePlot 3D"); 
Calls a special SurfacePlot 3D function (needs to be imported from ImageJ website).  This 
creates a three-dimensional plot of the image with the z-axis being the color density. 
 
run("Histogram"); 
This function calls the main interest of the script.  The histogram reports how many pixels 
are in the image at each color density, which can then be correlated to area and pressure.  





Histogram Comparison and Difference Graphs, by Subject 
 
 
The following graphs are a grouped by subject and encapsulate four or five trials apiece.  
The first graphs of each group represent a comparison of the raw data between the two 
trials.   These graphs are the raw data from each trial grouped by pressure.  A more telling 
graph is the second graph of the group, which is the difference between the raw data graphs.  
At each pressure graduation, the area of the bottom was subtracted from the area of the top.  
Once the forces are sufficiently high to avoid influence by the headgear pressure against the 
forehead, the difference graphs show a clear reduction in pressure areas from the impact.  
These lower pressure areas in turn directly translate to lower forces against the forehead. 
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Figure B.1.1.  Top and bottom comparison graph of Subject 1 (10 – 50 PSI). 
 






















Figure B.1.2.  Top and bottom difference graph of Subject 1 (10 – 50 PSI). 
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Figure B.2.1.  Top and bottom comparison graph of Subject 2 (10 – 50 PSI). 
 























Figure B.2.2.  Top and bottom difference graph of Subject 2 (10 – 50 PSI). 
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Figure B.3.1.  Top and bottom comparison graph of Subject 3 (10 – 50 PSI). 
 





















Figure B.3.2.  Top and bottom difference graph of Subject 3 (10 – 50 PSI). 
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Figure B.4.1.  Top and bottom comparison graph of Subject 4 (10 – 50 PSI). 
 





















Figure B.4.2.  Top and bottom difference graph of Subject 4 (10 – 50 PSI). 
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Figure B.5.1.  Top and bottom comparison graph of Subject 5 (10 – 50 PSI). 
 


















Figure B.5.2.  Top and bottom difference graph of Subject 5 (10 – 50 PSI). 
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Figure B.6.1.  Top and bottom comparison graph of Subject 6 (10 – 50 PSI). 
 



















Figure B.6.2.  Top and bottom difference graph of Subject 6 (10 – 50 PSI). 
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Figure B.7.1.  Top and bottom comparison graph of Subject 7 (4 – 50 PSI). 
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